


  Leder an Legcs
  .   .      Great leaders inspire They teach They show the way

   .       toward growth and advancement The best leaders use the

         teachings of the past to move into a brighter future.

       .  Today’s American Indian leaders do all these things

  .         They honor traditions And they help find ways for the

    .       traditions to grow and bloom They lead and guide the

Nations       .   into the best outcomes for modern life They

    make sure that the legacies     .   of the past are honored And

         they make sure that modern Nations are treated with

  justice and respect.

  American Indian
   leaders in the past
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      .   Meet some of today’s American Indian leaders Learn

        .    what they are doing to keep the Nations strong See them

, ,     .inspire teach and help the Nations grow

    American Indian leaders today
     dressed in traditional clothes for

  a special event

 Different Names
 A tribe       is a group of people who live

       near one another and have a common

.  culture  A clan     is a group who has

 .      shared ancestry There can be many

   .   clans within a tribe  The term tribe 

     most likely came from European

.     settlers  Some American Indian groups

   prefer the term Nation  to tribe.
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Will  Remembers

“   ?”  Do I have to go Will looked up from his 

, game console annoyed.

“Have ?  ,   , .”  to No you get to Will Dad stood in 

  , front of Will his fringed and beaded garments 

.    in hand Will’s sister Lily stood next to her 

, .  dad her braided hair hanging down her back

  She wore the colorful dress covered in jingles 

.  their grandma had made And there stood 

 ,  Grandma at the kitchen door holding a plate 

—of freshly cooked fry bread and looking 

 .disappointed in him
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